and methods if it is hidden; those with visible arguments and hidden result are called hidden constants. Behavioral operations are used in experiments to distinguish states; i.e., they de ne behavioral equivalence. Note that our models do not require all operations to be congruent see De nition 5 as in 15, 18 , since non-congruent operations are needed for applications like length for lists implemented as sets, and the push operation in Example 2. Example 3 gives a spec equivalent to that in Example 1, with in as its only behavioral operation, thus illustrating the need for P2. Our models also satisfy P3, having a xed subalgebra of data values, as distinct from observational logic 1, 2 , etc. and CafeOBJ 5 . This is desirable because real applications use standard Booleans and integers rather than arbitrary models of some theory; however, all results of this paper still hold for the fully loose semantics, and there are applications where it is useful, although we feel these are better handled by parameterization. Coalgebra is an elegant related approach e.g., 16 that lacks nondeterminism, multiple hidden arguments, and other features; one symptom of the di erence is that nal algebras no longer exist for our generalization. Set union is one natural example motivating P1; there are many others. If sets are objects with hidden state, then operations like union have t w o hidden arguments: Example 1. We can specify sets using CafeOBJ syntax 2 
as follows:
mod* SET * Set * prNAT bop _in_ : Nat Set -Bool ** attribute op empty : -Set ** hidden const bop add : Nat Set -Set ** method bop _U_ : Set Set -Set ** 2 hidden args bop _&_ : Set Set -Set ** 2 hidden args bop neg : Set -Set ** method vars N N' : Nat vars X X' : Set eq N in empty = false . eq N in addN',X = N == N' or N in X . eq N in X U X' = N in X or N in X' . eq N in X & X' = N in X and N in X' . eq N in negX = not N in X .
Here * Set *" declares Set a hidden sort, bop" declares behavioral operations, and prNAT" imports the module NAT of natural numbers in protecting" mode, i.e., so that the naturals are not compromised. The constant empty is the only non-behavioral operation, indicated by the keyword op", and neg is complement with respect to the set of all natural numbers. 2 De nition 2. Given an equivalence on A, an operation in s1:::sn;s is congruent for i A a 1 ; :::; a n A a 0 1 ; :::; a 0 n whenever a i a 0 i for i = 1 ; :::; n.
A hidden ,-congruence on A is an equivalence on A which is the identity on visible sorts and is congruent for each operation in ,. 2
The following result from 21 is the basis for generalizing coinduction and other results to operations with multiple hidden arguments: Theorem An implementation might use a function f : Nat ! Nat where fn is the nth randomly generated number. To ensure that n changes with each new call, we can keep it as a variable with the stack, incremented whenever a new number is pushed. Such an implementation is equivalent to the following model: Let A Nat = !, where ! is the natural numbers, and let A Stack = ! ! , where ! is lists of naturals. Using head,tail list notation with for the empty list, let A empty = 0 ; , A top n; = 0, A top n; h; t = h, A pop n; = n; , A pop n; h; t = n; t, and A push n; l = n + 1 ; f n ; l . Then two states are behaviorally equivalent i for every sequence of pops followed by a top they give the same number, that is, they store the same elements in the same order; in other words, n; l n 0 ; l 0 i l = l 0 . push is not behaviorally congruent for this model, because fn can be di erent from fn 0 . 2 
Coinduction
Example 3. We prove that union in Example 1 is commutative, i.e., that 8X;X 0 X U X 0 =X 0 U X is behaviorally satis ed by all models of SET Since R is a hidden congruence, it is included in behavioral equivalence.
We now show a a 0 R a 0 a for all a; a 0 2 A. This is equivalent to n 2 a a 0 i n 2 a 0 a, i.e., to n 2 a or n 2 a 0 i n 2 a 0 or n 2 a, which is obvious. Thus we conclude that a a 0 is behaviorally equivalent to a 0 a for all a; a 0 2 A. Therefore A j 8X;X 0 X U X 0 =X 0 U X, and since A was arbitrary, SET j 8X;X 0 X U X 0 =X 0 U X. Here is a CafeOBJ proof score for this reasoning but see footnote 2:
mod* COINDUCTION prSET op _R_ : Set Set -Bool op n : -Nat vars X X' : Set eq X R X' = n in X == n in X' . open COINDUCTION .
ops a1 a1' a2 a2' : -Set . eq n in a1 = n in a1' . ** assume that a1 R a1' eq n in a2 = n in a2' . ** assume that a2 R a2' red a1 U a2 R a1' U a2' . ** should be true red a1 & a2 R a1' & a2' . ** should be true red nega1 R nega1 . ** should be true op m : -Nat . red addm, a1 R addm, a1' . ** should be true eq m = n . red addm, a1 R addm, a1' . ** should be true close open COINDUCTION .
ops a a' : -Set . red a U a' R a' U a . ** should be true close 2 
Eliminating Behavioral Operations
The fewer operations in ,, the easier it is to do coinduction, because fewer operations need be shown congruent for the candidate relation. This section follows 21 , using the notion of behaviorally equivalent speci cations and conditions for a speci cation to be behavioral equivalent to another with fewer behavioral operations. The rst de nition of operations congruent o v er behavioral equivalence de ned by a subset of operations seems to have been 1 ; similar ideas also appear in 18, 1 9 , 21 , and in 5, 6 as well as in 15 , which use the term behavioral coherence. We prefer the term congruent" because the congruence rule of equational deduction is sound in hidden logic for an operation i that operation is behaviorally congruent.
De nition 5. An operation is ,-behaviorally congruent for A i is congruent for , on A; we will often say just congruent". An operation 2 is behaviorally congruent for a speci cation B i it is behaviorally congruent for every A j B . The rest of this section assumes B 1 = ;, 1 ; E and B 2 = ;, 2 ; E are two hidden speci cations over the same signature with the same equations and with , 1 , 2 ; w e also assume that the -equations in E have no conditions of hidden sort. The result below gives a method for eliminating behavioral operations from a speci cation. If a behavioral operation can be shown congruent for the behavioral speci cation that takes that operation as non-behavioral, then the two specs are equivalent. mod* COINDUCTION prSETH op _R_ : Set Set -Bool op n : -Nat vars X X' : Set eq X R X' = n in X == n in X' . open COINDUCTION .
ops a a' : -Set . red a U a' R a' U a . ** should be true close 2 Example 5. Lists of Semaphores: The use of semaphores for scheduling and protecting resources is well known. A ag is associated with each non-preemptive resource. When the resource is allocated to a process, its semaphore is put up, and access is prohibited. When the process releases the resource, its semaphore is put down and it can be allocated to another process. Many modern processors support semaphores to speed up operating systems, and often include a function to reverse a ag. Here is a CafeOBJ speci cation: It is intended that all operations are behavioral, but by the congruence criterion Corollary 7 and Theorem 9, the spec with only up? and resource declared behavioral is equivalent, because the others are obviously congruent.
When many resources of the same type are available e.g., printers, their ags are kept in a list an array is undesirable since the number of resources varies dynamically from which the scheduler chooses the rst unallocated resource when a request is received. We w ant all operations behavioral, that is, to preserve the intended behavior of ags and lists of ags. Here is a CafeOBJ spec but see footnote 2, noting that cons has two hidden arguments: The behavioral equations here allow more exible implementation. For example, an operating system can allocate at its discretion software or hardware implementations for ags, so that car consF, L is only behaviorally equivalent t o F . The congruence criterion can again be applied with Theorem 9 to show that FLAG-LIST is equivalent to the spec where cons is not behavioral. We h a v e left some details unspeci ed, such as car and cdr of the empty list, to make the spec easier to understand. Now consider a new spec where lists of ags can be put up and down. This is useful for operating systems to put resources in a safe state for system shutdown, or when hardware or software anomalies are detected. Notice that we didn't completely de ne the candidate relation, but rather gave axioms it should satisfy, s a ying R is a hidden congruence but without symmetry and transitivity, since we don't need these properties; we know such relations exist, because behavioral equivalence is one. This code is a bit dangerous, because of its corecurrent de nition of the candidate relation, which can lead to nonterminating rewriting; but it works in this case, because the equation eq L R L = true is applied before the last equation. We n o w demonstrate two i n teresting properties:
op f : -Flag . op l : -List . red upconsf, l R consupf, upl . ** should be true red downconsf, l R consdownf, downl . ** should be true close CafeOBJ does 29 rewrites and 114 matches for each reduction. 2 
Behavioral Abstraction is Information Hiding
This section shows that any behavioral speci cation B over a hidden signature can be translated to an ordinary algebraic speci cationB over a signaturẽ containing , such that a hidden -algebra behaviorally satis es B i it strictly satis es 2B which is the set of all -theorems ofB, see 7 for more detail. The speci cationB can be generated automatically from B. This result allows using an equational logic theorem prover such as OBJ3 for behavioral equations. ; a n ; a h = a h a 1 ; :::; a k,1 ; t ; a k +1 ; :::; a n = A a 1 ; :::; a k,1 ;ã h t; a k +1 ; :::; a n =Ã a 1 ; :::; a k,1 ;Ã t; a h ; a k +1 ; :::; a n = Y k ; z x : 2
The rest of this section assumes equations have no conditions of hidden sort.
De nition 15. For each -equation e = 8 X t = t 0 if t 1 = t 0 1 ; ::; t n = t 0 n , letẽ be the set of-equations whereẽ is either the set containing only e regarded as a-equation if the sort of t and t 0 is visible, or the set f8X;z: h ! v z t = z t 0 if t 1 = t 0 1 ; ::; t n = t 0 n j v 2 V g if the sort h of t and t 0 is hidden. 2 Proposition 16. Given a hidden -algebra A and -equation e, thenÃ j =ẽ i A j , e.
Proof. Let e be the -equation 8X t = t 0 if t 1 = t 0 1 ; ::; t n = t 0 n . If the sort of t; t 0 is visible then the result is easy, s o w e assume the sort h of t; t 0 is hidden.
SupposeÃ j =ẽ and let : X ! A beany assignment such that t i = t 0 i for i = 1 ; :::; n. Let v 2 V and c 2 LT ,;v A f? h g. De ne ' : X fz: h ! v g ! A to be on X, with 'z = c . ThenÃ j =ẽ implies'z t ='z t 0 , where ' : TX f z : h ! v g ! A is the unique extension of ' to a-homomorphism. But'z t =Ã 'z; t = tc and similarly'z t 0 = t 0 c, so by Proposition 11, t , ;h t 0 . Thus A j e.
Conversely, suppose A j e and let v 2 V and ' : X f z : h ! v g ! A such that 't i = ' t 0 i for i = 1 ; :::; n. Then A j e implies 't , ;h 't 0 , so by Proposition 11,' t'z ='t 0 'z. But' t'z ='z t and 't 0 'z ='z t 0 , so'z t ='z t 0 . ThereforeÃ j =ẽ. 2 De nition 17. Given B = ,;;E, letB = ;Ẽ be the ordinary speci cation withẼ adding to Here SET! is just SETH with behavioral features removed, extended with sorts Set-Set and Set-Bool we don't add the sort Set-Nat because there is no behavioral operation of sort Nat in SETH, a constant of sort Set 8X;X 0 :Set; Z : Set-Bool Z X U X 0 = Z X 0 U X : Indeed, if A behaviorally satis es SETH, then Corollary 18 impliesÃ satis es ?, so by Proposition 16, A behaviorally satis es 8X;X 0 :Set X U X 0 = X 0 U X.
We prove that 8X;X 0 :Set; Z : Set-Bool Z X U X 0 = Z X 0 U X i s a n equational consequence of SET~. First open SET~and introduce two constants of sort Set and another of sort Set-Bool: open SET~. ops x x' : -Set . op z : -Set-Bool . op p : -Bool .
Our goal is to prove that p reduces to true. Since IN is the only operation of sort Set-Bool, the only way for z as above to exist is for it to be a term of the form n IN s, where n is a natural number and s is of sort Set-Set:
op n : -Nat . op s : -Set-Set . eq z = n IN s .
Because the only operation of sort Set-Set is , w e can reduce p as follows: We give t w o institutions 10 for the generalization of hidden algebra to multiple hidden arguments and fewer behavioral operations. The rst follows the institution of basic hidden algebra 9 and the approach earlier in this paper, while the second seems more promising for future research. A similar adaptation but without the citation of the result in 9 to the observational logic framework appears in 15 ; our approach also avoids the in nitary logic used in observational logic. We x a data algebra D, and proceed as follows:
Signatures: The category Sign has hidden signatures over D as objects. A morphism of hidden signatures : , 1 ; 1 ! , 2 ; 2 is the identity on the visible signature , takes hidden sorts to hidden sorts, and if a behavioral operation 2 in , 2 has an argument sort in H 1 then there is some behavioral operation 1 in , 1 such that 2 = 1 . Sign is indeed a category, and the composition of two hidden signature morphisms is another. Indeed, let : , 2 ; 2 ! , 3 ; 3 and let 3 be an operation in , 3 having an argument sort in ; H 1 . Then 3 has an argument sort in H 2 , so there is an operation 2 in , 2 with 3 = 2 . Also 2 has an argument sort in H 1 , so there is some 1 Our second institution views the declaration of a behavioral operation as a new kind of sentence, rather than part of a hidden signature. The notion of model also changes, adding an equivalence relation as in 1 . This is natural for modern software engineering, since languages like J a v a provide classes with an operation denoted equals which serves this purpose. Sentences in 1 are pairs he; i, where is a set of terms pretty m uch like a cobasis over the derived signature, which are satis ed by A; i A; satis es e as in our case below actually e is a rst-order formula in their framework and . Fix a data algebra D, and proceed as follows:
Signatures: The category Sign has hidden signatures over D as objects. A morphism of hidden signatures : 1 ! 2 is identity on the visible signature and takes hidden sorts to hidden sorts.
Sentences: Given a hidden signature , let Sen be the set of all -equations unioned with . I f : 1 ! 2 is a hidden signature morphism, then Sen is the function taking a 1 -equation e = 8X t = t 0 if t 1 = t 0 1 ; :::; t n = t 0 n to the 2 -equation e = 8X 0 t = t 0 if t 1 = t 0 1 ; :::; t n = t 0 n , where X 0 is the set fx : s j x : s 2 Xg, and taking : s 1 ::: s n ! s to : s 1 ::: s n ! s. Then Sen : Sign ! Set is indeed a functor. Models: Given a hidden signature , let Mod be the category of pairs A; where A is a hidden -algebra and is an equivalence relation on A which is identity on visible sorts, with morphisms f : A; ! A 0 ; 0 with f : A ! A 0 a -homomorphism such that f 0 . If : 1 ! 2 is a hidden signature morphism, then Mod , often denoted j , is de ned as A; j = A j ; j on objects, where Aj is the ordinary many-sorted algebra reduct and j s = s for all sorts s of 1 , and as fj : A; j ! A 0 ; 0 j on morphisms. Notice that indeed fj j 0 j , s o Mod is well de ned.
: Sign ! ThI 0 is a map such that ; U 0 : Sign ! Sign 0 is a functor, where U 0 : ThI 0 ! Sign 0 is the forgetful functor; we ambiguously let also denote the functor ; U 0 , : Mod ; Mod 0 is a natural transformation, and : Sen ; Sen 0 is a natural transformation, such that for any signature 2 Sign, any sentence e 2 SenSign and any model m 2 ModSign, the satisfaction condition, m j = e i m j = e, holds. 2 Proposition 25. There is an institution theoroidal forward morphism from the rst to the second institution de ned a b ove. 2
